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Students, Teachers, Friends
The Talmudic sage Rabbi Hanina said: “I have learned much from my
teachers; and from my friends more than from my teachers; and from my
students more than from all of them.” (Taanit 7a)
Over the past 18 years, our synagogue has engaged almost the same
number of interns, all but one from the Jewish Theological Seminary. Most
of them have been rabbinical school students; some of them have been
students at the Davidson School of Education. All of them have come to
our community over the years to learn from us and with us, to have the experience of mentorship
from our professionals, to serve our community as teachers, and to refine their own understanding
of Torah in the broadest sense.
The experience of mentoring rabbinical school students, having a role in shaping future rabbis, has
been among the most meaningful aspects of my own rabbinate. I have derived nachas
(satisfaction? comfort?) from following my students’ accomplishments, especially when I see them
implementing lessons learned from our vision of community.
Above and beyond these rewards, I’ve learned that mentorship is a two-way relationship. With
every intern I’ve been privileged to mentor, I’ve received a new mirror with which to see aspects of
myself anew: my thought process, my teaching methods, my priorities. With every intern, I’ve
gained insight into the students of today: their language, their worldview, their way of
understanding Torah. With every intern, I’ve had an open and honest pair of eyes asking me to
reflect on why I do what I do. From the professional to the personal, I am forced to function
consciously and with intention. And what I’ve come to learn from my students is that this is exactly
the way Judaism asks us to live our lives.
Recently, a friend asked me what will define my rabbinate when I look back at the end of my
career. It didn’t take long for me to come to the conclusion that my rabbinate (I believe) is defined
by the partnerships I strive to create to advance meaningful connections to Torah and community.
Just as havruta—collaborative learning in partnership—is our traditional model for Torah study, so
do I believe that we are better people, professionally and personally, when we make decisions with
the concerned advice, consent and critique of others who share our vision. As I write these words
on the first day of 2019, I resolve to expound further in the year ahead, and beyond, on the
benefits of partnerships—between colleagues, between professionals and lay leaders, between
teachers and students, between institutions, between communities—in advancing Jewish identity.
(continued on p. 4)
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From the President’s Pen:
Disability Awareness and Inclusion
February is Jewish Disability Awareness and Inclusion Month. The goal of this yearly
effort is to raise awareness of the scope and breadth of disability in our society and to foster
inclusiveness. Fostering inclusiveness is the ongoing work of the Inclusion Committee at the
OJC. This is an exercise of the mind as much as it is implementing structural changes such as
the automatic doors, Braille siddurim, assistive hearing devices and, when needed, ASL
interpreters. The ultimate goal is to make inclusion part of the fiber of our life as a Jewish
institution. We are all touched by disability in our lives, whether personally or with someone close to us. The
committee aims to bring those personal experiences into the congregational consciousness. They do that with partners
such as our rabbis and lay leadership; our Religious School director, staff and leadership; and our open-minded
congregation. They do that by bringing progressive thinkers and doers to the OJC to expand our thinking about
inclusion. As President, I believe that our congregation strives to be open to the message of acceptance and inclusion.
My hope is that each year we expand our understanding and acceptance of the universality of inclusion.
As a person with a physical disability, each year I’ve contributed an article that attempts to convey the impact
of living with a physical disability on my life and on my self-perception. I’ve typically framed these stories is a way
that sends a positive message about living with disability. The topic of this article, body image, does not easily fit that
mold. As you’ll likely realize as you read the article, I continue to struggle to this day with the impact of negative body
image. Self-help gurus often say that understanding the sources of negativity in our lives will give us power over the
negativity. Real life is most often not so simple. Some struggles are lifelong, with battles won and battles lost, only to
continue the struggle in each new phase of life. This is not an easy story to tell. Recounting those losing battles is not
meant to garner sympathy, we all have our demons and struggles . . . and sympathy is poison to those of us with
physical disabilities. While my point of reference as a person with a physical disability is unique to me, I hope that
each person reading this can see the commonality of struggle with self-image that we all face during various stages
of life. Except for possibly George Clooney or Brad Pitt, on my side of the gender divide, we all must find ways of
living with less than physical perfection.
Anyway, that’s enough of a disclaimer.
The Conundrum of Body Image and Physical Disability
Conundrum is a good word for this topic. It’s a word whose meaning can be described in subtly different
ways. It can be defined as a problem, or a challenge, or a mystery. Just so, for me, a person with a physical disability,
body image has been a problem, and a challenge, and a mystery . . . a conundrum.
When I think about body image and my physical disability, what most often comes to mind is the evolution of
the jarring experience of seeing my physical reflection out in the world, perhaps in a mirror, a store window, a picture,
or home movie/video. Importantly, there is one other aspect of these reactions that has played out throughout my life.
It has always been a perplexing mystery how my mind can both acknowledge and accept my physical disability but
still register surprise and disappointment when confronted by visual evidence. While this reaction has always been a
part of my self-perception, the impact on my well-being has varied during periods of my life.
When I was a child, mirror images were not as jarring as seeing myself through the eyes of my peers; when
we’d register the mutual realization that full-speed meant very different speeds for them and me or when the hard
realization struck that activities such as riding a bicycle or jumping off monkey bars and sticking the landing like
Simone Biles were
(continued on p. 4)
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(Rabbi Scheff—(continued from p. 1)

We have an accomplished teacher of Torah in our current rabbinic intern Jessica Fisher. She, like
most of our interns, comes to us in her fourth year of studies at the Rabbinical School of the
Jewish Theological Seminary as part of their Resnick Internship program. Interns receive a stipend
for their 400 hours of service, half from us and half from the Seminary. From this year forward, our
internship will be named the Debbie Steiner Mentorship Program, in memory of my aunt, my
mother’s younger sister, who passed away two years ago. I am so grateful to Debbie’s sons
Stephen, Bryan and Alon and their families for choosing to honor her legacy and to support our
vision by funding this program in her name. I have chosen to name it a “mentorship” program in
recognition of the many ways we are mentored by the students who come to receive our
mentorship.
May 2019 be a year of learning from and with one another, and as we set out to be the teachers,
may our hearts and minds be open enough to make room for the possibility that we become the
students.
In friendship,

Rabbi Craig Scheff
(President’s Pen, continued from p. 3)
not in the cards. My means of dealing with those realities were rather simplistic as you might expect from a 7- or 10
year-old. The pain of a sprained ankle was enough to convince me that there was no inherent value in jumping off
monkey bars, especially since I was so good at swinging on them. The disappointment of not being able to ride a
bicycle has followed me throughout my life as a vivid, recurring dream that I wake from wondering, for a brief instant,
whether the dream was a recollection of reality.
As you might guess, adolescence and young adulthood was the most difficult period in my life for dealing with
body image issues. Like most people living with a physical disability in the mid-20th century, I saw it as my
responsibility to make every effort to “be normal,” to hide my disability. Again, having seen me, you can surmise that
this effort was a losing battle. Much of the time, my mental reality was able to convince the rest of me that I was more
successfully hiding my physical reality than actually was true. That false reality was periodically shattered by evil fulllength mirrors, shop windows, or my version of the Zapruder film, strategically showing the stark reality of a young
man walking with crutches, moving with an unusual gait or with distinctly under-developed thigh and calf muscles. It
should come as no surprise that I was outwardly a shy, socially awkward teenager/young adult but inwardly an angry,
often resentful grouch . . . Oscar had nothing on me; just ask my sisters and brother.
For the sake of family unity and for my own well-being, I got help and began to see my self-worth in terms of
my ability to empathize with the struggles of others, to make real connections, and on my ability to use my mind and
my intellect to foster a self-image that wasn’t so narrowly defined by my body image but by the whole person. That’s
not to say that life was suddenly perfect. I continued to make poor choices when it came to love interests. Luckily, I
eventually met Hara and she was able to see past my shortcomings, by then mostly immaturity and emotional
shortcomings.
I’ve never solved the conundrum of body image. My physical reflection remains a problem, a challenge and a
mystery. To compound that issue, now when I see my reflection, I am surprised, not only by my physical disability,
but also by the old man looking back at me. I’ve never gotten over my aversion to mirrors, store windows and pictures.
I still occasionally dream about riding a bicycle and wake up to the brief confusion about its reality. . . . More often I
daydream about inventing a device that can destroy mirrors, shop windows and camera lenses.
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From the Educational Director’s Desk
A common goal of all Jewish educational leaders is to frame a vision for success.
But how do we evaluate the achievement of our vision when it is a continual process?
Educational directors are always analyzing what was, what is, and what could be. Our goals,
content, teaching methods and materials are always changing. Central for our children is to
feel knowledgeable and connected to what they are learning as well as how Judaism can
enrich their lives.
We are fortunate that our community has expanded with Jewish venues including
camps, youth groups, community centers and informal learning programs. The emphasis the OJC places on adult
education and congregational programming has complemented the success of our school. The intergenerational,
active participation in synagogue life of our members also truly models connection and continuity.

However, Religious School is still confronted with many challenges. The goals we attempt to fulfill are
too numerous. We educate for identity, cultural literacy, knowledge, skills, spirituality, rituals, ideological
commitment, affective sentiments, history, connections to and involvement in our larger Jewish world--the list is
endless. How do we achieve all these goals and objectives in four hours of Religious School a week? How do we
encourage and integrate Jewish living into everyday secular life? For most Jews, there is only limited time
allocated for Jewish education in terms of hours a week, weeks a year, and years during a lifetime. Jewish
learning is a very small part-time pursuit that competes with other daily and leisure time activities. And despite
our best efforts, most Jewish education still has a pediatric focus and our young people stop their Jewish learning
before they have a real chance to appreciate the richness and joys of Judaism.
One of the greatest challenges we face in the Jewish educational system is that there is no system at all. It
is an agglomeration of individual institutions whose relationship to one another is tenuous. No matter how many
Jewish educational institutions, committees, collaborations, webinars, list serves and Facebook groups I
participate in, there is no master plan or magic bullet for Jewish education. What I have learned is that due to the
unprecedented diversity in Jewish life, it is truly impossible to have any single formula for educating Jews.
Jewish education needs to remain multidimensional and continually changing.
As a Jewish educational leader, I gratefully accept the progress that has been made and I continue to struggle
with the legacy of the challenges inherited, as our vision has and is emerging based on practice, reflection and
parental input. Our school’s “simplified” vision is obvious in our students, parents, educators, learning,
practice and environment. What we teach in our school is HOLY. In our classrooms we teach content, so our
students know that Judaism is a serious tradition with great intellectual depth. Our school fosters all of our
children’s knowledge so they can be the link in the chain of Jewish traditions. We try to touch the hearts and
spirits of each and every student so they will continue to be connected to the Jewish people and to live a
Jewish life in the future. Our students are given the pathways that will carry them through their life’s Jewish
journey with joy and responsibility. We hope our Jewish learning opens our children’s minds to the wisdom
that has endured for ages, but still applies to us today. Our school teaches that Judaism illuminates and
transforms moments in our lives, binds the Jewish people together in shared commitment, and points us to the
“hows,” the “whys” and the mysteries. Our vision is that our students will be passionate and knowledgeable
Jews who will find “CONNECTION + COMMITMENT that will foster COMMUNITY + CONTINUITY.”
Thank you for sharing and supporting our vision. Your input is always welcome.

Sandy Borowsky
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OJC ONGOING LEARNING
February 2019
Journey Group
Explore Mussar, Jewish self-improvement, with The Busy Soul and Rabbi Drill as your guides.

Monday, February 4 at 11:00 a.m.

Intermediate Hebrew
Grow your language skills with Lisa Schwartz
Tuesdays, February 5, 12, 19 and 26 at 6:30 p.m.

"The Heart of Torah” by Rabbi Shai Held
A weekly informal self-led study group
Wednesdays, February 6, 13, 20, and 27 at 7:30 p.m.

Torah n’ Treats
Join us as we share a meal and explore “The Bible’s 50 Greatest Ideas!”
Wednesday, February 6 at 12:30 p.m.

Text and Context
Parashat hashavua (weekly Torah portion) with Rabbi Scheff
Thursdays, February 7, 14, 21 and 28 at 10:30 a.m.
Connect to the weekly Torah portion through a literary and contextual analysis

Darkeinu
Disabilities Awareness and Inclusion
Examine the evolution of our tradition, with Rabbinic Intern Jessica Fisher

Thursdays, February 7, 14 and 21 – at 7:30 p.m.

Pirkei Avot @ Panera
Join Rabbi Scheff for a monthly discussion of the Ethics of our Ancestors
Sunday, February 17 at 9:45 a.m. (Panera, Route 59 in Nanuet)
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SISTERHOOD SHABBAT - On Saturday, December 4, Sisterhood women led Mincha, Maariv and Havdalah services,
offered a delicious seudah and welcomed in a new week together. The event provided an opportunity to celebrate
Sisterhood’s role at OJC as an organization of hardworking, caring and fun-loving volunteer women striving to make
our synagogue and the world around us a better place. Special thanks to Rosina Hirsh who does a lot of behind-thescenes work to make sure the day runs smoothly, to the Rabbis for their guidance and support and to Diane Goldstein
for overseeing the catering.
Highlighting Sisterhood Shabbat offers a natural segue to providing a more expanded narrative of the contributions
made by Sisterhood, a major fundraising arm of the Synagogue. We run a fabulous gift shop (chaired by Gabi
Lewy and Carol Baker) and hold several fundraisers throughout the year. Examples of our fundraising efforts
include bima baskets (in lieu of flowers), whose contents are donated to various charitable organizations, birthday
cards, the congregation Rosh Hashanah card, honey sale, the needlecraft club, holiday flower fund, college
comfort packages, soles4souls, and our largest fundraiser of the year, Purim mishloach manot.
Examples of contributions made by Sisterhood for the betterment of our synagogue include: offering an annual
grant to a deserving student attending an Israel travel program; donating funds for the preschool program, the
playground, the dairy kitchen, the bluestone steps and the canopy near the Religious School entrance, and
new furniture for our Religious School; providing shiva meals; dedicating many siddurim and chumashim in
honor or in memory of friends and loved ones; funding art work in the lobby and the simcha room, and the
magnificent hand washing mosaic created by our own Rhoda Pochter and fabricated by over 50 sisterhood
women.
Examples of contributions outside of our synagogue include donations to many charitable organizations such as
The Holocaust Museum, the Jewish Federation, the Rhoda Bloom Food Pantry, Wings, Helping Hands, and
various organizations in the US and Israel that deal with the health and welfare of women.
This year we are proud to report that a substantial sum was raised towards the purchase of an Israel Bond gifted to
Masorti, the arm of the Conservative Movement in Israel—a “double mitzvah” project to benefit Israel and help
strengthen Conservative Judaism in Israel.
Sisterhood is about commitment and responsibility, but it is first and foremost about creating a community of
women who have fun and build strong bonds of friendship. There are pool parties, Sukkot dinner programs,
chocolate-making events, and festive paid-up membership dinners. JOIN US, AND MAKE 2019 THE YEAR WHEN
100% OF OJC WOMEN ARE SISTERHOOD MEMBERS!
PURIM MISHLOACH MANOT – SISTERHOOD’S LARGEST ANNUAL FUNDRAISER - This year we are adding a
new component to the fundraiser. In addition to the tax-deductible donation of $54 by family members, we are
encouraging members who have their own business or professional practice to participate with a sponsorship of $108.
All sponsors will be listed on a separate section of the scroll. Members are invited to participate as a member family as
well as a business sponsor if that dual circumstance applies. If any OJC members have Amazon gift cards they do not
wish to redeem, we will gladly use them towards the purchase of products to include in the Mishloach Manot bag. Last
year we were pleased to accept several donations of these cards. If you have any questions, contact Gail Sanders
at 845.634.6643 or at foodgirl@verizon.net.
NAMASTE! Increase flexibility, improve your focus, and de-stress with Chair Yoga Classes - Nancy Rosa leads
these Wednesday classes at 10:00 AM; she is partnering with Sisterhood as she contributes a portion of monies
received. The cost for six classes offered in January and February (2/6, 2/13, 2/20) is $50 or $10 per drop-in; the cost
for seven classes offered in March and April (3/13, 3/20, 3/27, 4/3, 4/10, 4/17, 4/24) is $60 or $10 per drop-in. For
questions call Nancy at 845.920.1387, or write to her at lynn22557@gmail.com.

Regards from the Sunshine State!
Tova Adesnik
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Men’s Club
To go or not to go—that is the question.
Shalom y’all, If you search the Internet, you can find a myriad of information about shuls online from entire services, including
sermons, to learning Torah trope or how to daven. You can get online Minyan, One Shul, or Synagogues throughout the world
offering their services online. Why bother showing up in person?
I attend Shabbat services as often as I can to pray, meditate, commune with God, listen to an amazing sermon, see my Shul
buddies and revitalize after a stressful week. I get up before 6 AM, walk Heshey, feed him, and await the clomping feet of Nate as
he comes down after awakening, followed by Marcy, and last is Eliana. We still manage to make it to OJC sometime during the
Torah service. So we are able to grab a little learning, prayer and socialization on a weekly basis Marcy says it is the spiritual
equivalent of walking around in your pajamas after being in a tailored suit all week.
In his book Bowling Alone: The Collapse and Revival of American Community, Robert Putnam discusses the decline of in-person
socialization in America. This decline, he says, has been evident since the 1950s. Technology has only accelerated this trend as
online “communities” make it more convenient to “converse” and reach more people. It seems that Americans in general are
disengaging from all political involvement, public meeting, and
volunteerism in all groups (Rotary, Knights of Columbus, B’nai
B’rith, PTAs, Lions Clubs, etc.). Growing up as a tail-end baby
boomer, I found that bowling was a form of social interaction where
people with different views and life experiences would gather for fun
and have a safe space to find commonalities. Back then, you couldn’t
go to the movies every week because new releases happened so
infrequently and television had only a handful of stations. You could
only watch the Godzilla rerun so many times before you started reenacting the movie in your parents’ living room. Bowling at the
Utopia Lanes on Union Turnpike was a time to hang out on a
Saturday night with your peeps, a time to look someone in the eye or
shake someone’s hand after agreeing to disagree. I think the Utopia
closed its doors for good in 1997.
It has been well documented that human eye contact and touch in the
early stages of development and in seniors are critical to
psychological and physical health. I imagine in-person socialization
provides ongoing psychological benefits throughout one’s life span.
Religious communities and the opportunities for spiritual and social
connection must serve a protective function against the stressors of
life. Studies show that regular attendance to religious services may
have health benefits. According to Psychology Today, organized
prayer can benefit you by lowering blood pressure, boosting your
immune system to fight diseases, including cancer, and has been
linked to extending one’s lifespan. Controlling for other factors,
regular attendance apparently adds up to seven years to your life!
When Dad passed last year, I had members console me in my grief
and share memories with me. When Eliana was Bat Mitzvah’d a
few years ago, I had a few hundred friends watch me and kvell in
joy. I’m not sure you can get that online.
OJC does stream services for those who are physically unable to
attend our Shabbat service. It seems that religious communities
throughout the country offer something similar. As stated
previously, going to shul weekly and sitting with my friends,
wishing “Shabbat Shalom” to my OJC family, is non-negotiable for
me. You can find me somewhere in the main sanctuary, meditating,
praying, learning and bettering my health. So the answer to the
question for me is—to go.
I hope to see you all in shul.

Alan
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Tanakh Thoughts
Cohen

by Marty

Last month we learned about the vicious Assyrian Empire – the scourge of the ancient Middle East. In 722 BCE, the
Assyrians captured Samaria (Shomron in Hebrew), the capital of the northern kingdom of Israel, and deported most of
the people, dispersing them throughout the Assyrian empire.
In the decades that followed, Jews remaining in the southern kingdom of Judah, feeling a kinship with the northern
Israelites, waited for the return of the exiles and for the re-establishment of the northern kingdom. The prophets even
foresaw the rapprochement of the two kingdoms sometime in the future and the reunification of the two peoples into a
united kingdom, as in the days of David and Solomon. But this happy event never occurred. The disappearance of the
northern peoples from the scene led to the myth of the “Ten Lost Tribes of Israel.”
Throughout history legends arose as to the whereabouts of the lost tribes. Later on in history, both Jews and Christians
came up with fanciful tales of the lost tribes surviving somewhere out there in the unexplored world, waiting for their
return to the Holy Land. However, there really was no such thing as the lost tribes for the following reasons.
(1) The northern kingdom was not a tribal system by 722. Starting with David and Solomon, the kings did everything
they could to break up the power of the tribes, which represented a threat to their authority. Solomon, for example,
broke his kingdom into administrative regions that did not conform to tribal boundaries. These regions had the power
to levy taxes and redistribute its wealth, to administer justice, and to raise men for military actions. The tribal leaders’
powers were thus greatly diminished.
(2) As time went by, individuals identified themselves less and less as to their tribe of origin. Whereas in the days of
David a person would think of himself as so-and-so of the tribe of Ephraim, by 722 he would identify himself as soand-so of the city of Lachish.
(3) In the hundreds of years from the start of the Israelite occupation of the land (1300-1200) until 722, many people in
the course of their occupational endeavors or marriages or fleeing from certain invasions, left their tribal homelands
and migrated to other parts of the country. Their tribal background would thus become less important.
(4) Though there were originally twelve tribes, when the kingdom split, after the death of Solomon, the tribes of Judah,
Simeon, Reuben and most of Benjamin and Levi stayed with the southern kingdom of Judah. Therefore, the northern
kingdom did not contain ten tribes to begin with.
(5) Some of the conquered northern Israelites eventually found their way back to the land of Israel or were deported to
nearby regions where they mixed with other peoples and eventually formed the ancient people called the Samaritans,
named after their ancient capital city of Samaria.
Nevertheless, the myth of the ten lost tribes persisted for thousands of years. It figures prominently in the book of
Mormon and in much of literature. For the most part, the deported people eventually assimilated with other people and
lost their sense of identity. The northern kingdom of Israel was never re-established, despite the visions of the
prophets.
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Judyisms
A new year, a new column? How about an old column from OJC past? Let’s try it.
How do I know Rosh Chodesh is a women’s holiday? Well, I’ll tell you. Back in the eighties, Marty and I
went to the Chavurah Institute weeklong summer sessions for six years. We learned a lot. The first year, we
learned that Rosh Chodesh is a women’s holiday but this was not fun learning. Here’s how it happened.
It was Rosh Chodesh (vuh den?) and I was invited out to the big green lawn to celebrate the occasion with
lots of other people. It didn’t take me long to notice that they were all women. Okay, so maybe this doesn’t
appeal to men. I didn’t care. Then, just before the festivities were about to begin, Marty innocently showed
up to join us. Picture this: hordes of screaming, howling women armed with baseball bats and wielding
spears, hurling rocks and chasing this poor man from the scene. Utterly terrified, Marty scrambled off to the
nearest cave where he remained for about a week. To this day, he hasn’t fully recovered and panics
whenever he sees women in a group larger than three. Well, maybe it wasn’t quite that terrible, but it was
clear that he was less than welcome.
Fast forward. Today, we are more enlightened. Although Rosh Chodesh remains a women’s celebration, men
are more than welcome to attend, and some of the hardier ones do participate. Recently, when I was bringing
Marty his dinner in his cave (he had just witnessed four women playing bridge and had a posttraumatic
reaction) he told me that he’s been entertaining the possibility of Rosh Chodesh as a MEN’s holiday!
I dropped his dinner at his feet and scurried away to my own cave (I live in mortal fear of men taking over
women’s stuff) and as I cowered there, I had a vision of what men’s Rosh Chodesh would be like.
1. It would be postponed and not be celebrated on Rosh Chodesh if Rosh Chodesh conflicted with any
football game.
2. It would be held in a ramshackle treehouse, with a sign tacked to the front door, in childish scrawl, that
read “NO WIMMIN ALOWD!”
3. There would be beer. Lots of it. And pretzels.
4. It would not be especially quiet or reverent but it would certainly be lively.
5. Because basketball is not quite as popular as football, it could be held on a Rosh Choesh that falls on a
basketball game day but only during the commercials.
6. If somebody had gotten a haircut or was wearing new Nikes, no one would notice and if anyone did
notice, he wouldn’t mention it.
This list could go on, but lest you think I’m a feminist who hates men (actually I’m a feminist who loves
men!) I need to tell you that the idea (but not the execution) for this month’s editorial came from none other
than my very own cave-dwelling husband. I just ran with it.

Judy Cohen
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Please Join Us For Shabbat Services On
Saturday, February 2, 2019
Everyone Is Welcome!
PARASHAT MISHPATIM
For parts, please call or email:

Ari Shapiro (914) 980-2883, creativeideaman@aol.com
or
Lloyd Fishman (201) 314-1861, LloydF@optonline.net

THE ORANGETOWN JEWISH CENTER RELIGIOUS SCHOOL
would like to thank our Light Up Our School sponsors.
Menorah- OJC Sisterhood
Shamas- Lauren, Justin, Sawyer and Hayden Rubinstein
Mary, Omer, Molly and Michael Barnes
Peter, Kelly, Chance and Colton Roimisher
Sheila Bunin and Joe Katz
Ira, Viki, Kobi and Isabel Steinberg
Candles- Erica, Joshua, Nathan and Aiden Kohl
Morah Hope’s Third Grade Class
Jeff Lance
Steve Bass
Shelly and Zachary Sirotowitz
Rosina and Glenn Hirsh
Todah Rabbah! Sponsorships are still being accepted.
Please make checks payable to the OJC, attn: Sandy Borowsky
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The Orangetown Jewish Center
Religious School’s

Remember UsThe Kaddish Project

Create personal ties, a story to tell and a real link to the

Holocaust.

Assume the responsibility of learning about the life of a selected individual
who perished in the Holocaust.
Perform the mitzvah of saying Kaddish
in that person’s memory.
Pass your person's life "story" to future generations.
To select an individual, look through the binder of biographies labeled
Remember Us- The Kaddish Project
in the OJC' s main office.
Please read the instructions carefully.
If you would like help or have questions about the "process"
please contact Sandy Borowsky at 845-398-3982, x110
or OJCSchool@gmail.com.

NEVER FORGET!
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The Catering Committee
We did lots of celebrating in November, with our children and our seniors and their families! We applaud the efforts
and achievements of Ben Feinberg; Madison & Jordan Harris, Dylan Steiner, and Zoe Abrams and our Golden
Members. Mazal Tov to them and their families! We continued our celebrations in December with Chanukah, the
aufruf of Ben & Ilyssa, November & December birthdays, and Sisterhood Havdalah.
We thank the following families for their sponsorships:
Jody Sherman & Richard Feinberg in honor of Ben becoming a Bar Mitzvah
Ellen & Steve Abrams in honor of Zoe becoming a Bat Mitzvah
Nicole Harris in honor of Madison & Jordan becoming B’nei Mitzvah
Michelle & Alon Steiner in honor of Dylan becoming a Bat Mitzvah
Alden & Wendy (Cowen) Smith & Wendy & Jeff Levy in honor of Ben & Ilyssa on their December wedding
We celebrated our Golden Members, those families who joined together to build our synagogue and stayed to create
the warm, caring congregation that we love today. We appreciate their dedication to working together to form a
community that would thrive in today’s world.
We joined with other synagogues on November 3rd to stand together with Jews across the country for #Shabbat. Our
Rockland County neighbors, Jewish and non-Jewish, joined us to demonstrate our opposition to anti-Semitism,
hatred, and intolerance. About 300 of us, Jews and non-Jews, gathered in our spiritual home to show solidarity and
let the world know that we will be strong and our lights will destroy the negativity espoused by a minority.
Thank you to the sponsors of our November – December Birthday Shabbat Kiddush:
Sherman Baker, Bart Bookman, Michael Edelstein, Lloyd Fishman, Ami Hersh, Loni Hersh, Ruth Hess, Carol Jacobs,
Linda Koppel, Bruce Machlis, Judith Marenoff, Miriam Neuren, Merydith Raywood, Carl Roth, Carol Segal,
Lisa Sternbach, and Lynne Weissman
Thank you to Sisterhood for leading us in services for mincha/maariv/havdallah and providing the delicious seudah
meal and ruach at our end to a very short winter Shabbat afternoon.
Chanukah Shabbat was filled with oily foods (latkes with apple sauce, grilled cheese sandwiches, and sufganiyot) as
we enjoyed the talents of Ari Lesser as he led the 9 AM service, instructed us with his dvar torah mid-morning, led us
in singing at seudah, and then entertained families and adults after Havdallah. The warmth of the Chanukah lights
and the spirit of the Chanukah songs after Shabbat contributed to our joyous celebration of Chanukah.
Our November & December kiddushim were catered by Harold’s, Nachas, Main Event, and Signature
Creations Caterers . We thank them for feeding us so well. Please consider our caterers when you are planning
your personal events. Talk to Diane Goldstein for their contact information.
Join us for our next Birthday Shabbatot March 23rd when we celebrate the March & April birthdays. If you celebrate
in March or April, please join your friends in sponsoring the kiddushim. Please send your checks for $36 or more to
the OJC: attention Birthday Shabbat.
Healthy, Happy, Delicious New Year to everyone. Consider making a New Year’s resolution to spend more time with
us on Shabbat morning and stay for the Kiddush lunch! Consider joining with friends to sponsor a Kiddush in honor of
a joint special occasion or in honor of friendship or anything you want to celebrate!
See you at the Kiddush table.
The Catering Committee
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Please join us at Shabbat services and Kiddush
on February 23, 2019
in honor of you,
the Orangetown Jewish Center community,
as we say thank you
for your kindness and support.
Rabbi Paula and Jonathan Drill
RSVP to drillshabbat@gmail.com
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Sidney Rogers
Irving Rose
Henry Rosen
Sheldon Rosen
Sigmund Rosenstock
Max Scharf
Louis Schultz
Robert Schwartz
Schwartz
Max Seif
Pearl Silverman
Joseph Sipper
Reta Sipper
Martin Skopov
Phyllis Smith
Smith
Nettie Sosis
Solomon Spitz
Gail Sterman
Joseph Sutton
Laurie Vergnes
Fred Wolf
Michael Yarkon
Abrahan Zakarin
Edgar Zorn

IN MEMORY OF: REMEMBERED BY:
Sura Andrezejko
Sarah Berkowitz
David Blum
Benjamin Bookman
Tillie Berkowitz
Harry A. Berkowitz
Paul Blair
Bernard Blutstein
Minnie Boehm
Nathan Boris
Samuel Breiter
Sylvia Cohen
William Cohen
Richard Dinowitz
Jess Drogin
Morris Erlish
Abraham Foladare
Mollie Foladare
Goldie Frankel
Frances Friedman
Leah Gelb
Rabbi Max Gelb
Leonard Glick
Max Goldman
Mel Goldman
David Grushewsky
Mary Grushewsky
Jacob Hahn
Sidney Heck
Minnie Heller
Julius Herrmann
Enid Hershey
Harold Katz
Hyman Katz
Samuel Kranes
Anna Laufer
Max Laufer
Estelle Laufer
Sam Laufer
Jack Lavin
Ronald Lefcourt
Morris Lefkowitz
Lee Lesserson
Lotte Luft
Andrea Marenoff
Eva Markman
Harry Meisel
Mary Obarzanek
Louis Plawner
Jacob Reich
Bessie Esther Rogers
Herbert Rogers

Sylvia Glick
Kenneth Berkowitz
Helen & Stanley Blum
Barton Bookman
Lois & Bob Lesserson
Lois & Bob Lesserson
Joan Blair Frank
Marilyn & Stuart Hazan
William Boehm
Dr. Jack Boris
Alan Breiter
Rosalyn & Irwin Portnoy
Roslyn Kremin
Faye Dinowitz
Amy Schwartz
Lesley & Richard Lefkowitz
Eugene Foladare
Eugene Foladare
Benita Kestenbaum
Ronald & Gail Walerstein
Bernie Gelb
Bernie Gelb
Harold Glick
Mitch Brill
Leslie & Scott Cooper & Family
Marvin & Debra Laufer
Marvin & Debra Laufer
Bill Hahn
Elaine & Jeffrey Heck
Staci Gelb
Linda Schept
Judi Librot
Leah & Morris Waitz
Leah & Morris Waitz
Harriet Gardner
Marvin & Debra Laufer
Marvin & Debra Laufer
Marvin & Debra Laufer
Marvin & Debra Laufer
Eileen Rogers
Robyn & Jonathan Lefcourt
Lesley & Richard Lefkowitz
Lois & Bob Lesserson
Felicia & Sam Blachorsky
Judy & Jerry Marenoff
David & Sandra Haspel
Susan & Martin Levine
Esther Levy
Michael & Rhonda Plawner
Alan Breiter
Eileen Rogers
Eileen Rogers

Eileen Rogers
Lydia Katz
Renee & Vinnie Frankel
Myra Rosen
Mimi & Mel Rosenstock
Rosalie Eckstein
Renee Epstein
Lisa, Aram, Sivan & Aaron
Marilyn Shimkowitz
Marvin & Debra Laufer
Janice & Stephen Cohen
Janice & Stephen Cohen
Marc Skopov
Alden Smith & Wendy CowenDouglas & Barbara Cypes
Rhoda Pochter
Alex Sterman
Sally Heller
Nathan Reiner
Harriett Wolf
Beverly & Barry Yarkon
Barbara Klugerman
Richard & Lori Zorn

IN MEMORY OF
Jules M. Price, beloved brother of Carol Jacobs
Beverly & Barry Yarkon (RDDF)
Janet & Jack Miller (RS)
Sheila Bunin & Joe Katz (CF)
Evelyn & Donald Winikoff (MRSF)
Mimi & Steve Nemeroff (RDDF)
Lorraine Spivak (SFF)
Bonnie Ben & Michael Pilar (CF)
Harriett Wolf & Carl Roth (RS)
Nancy & Michael Steckler (R)
Maxine & Marc Skopov (R)
Eileen Rogers (RSDF)
Lita Mustacchi (MRSF)
Roslyn Kremin (RSDF)
Lydia Katz (CF)
Susan & Bernie Edelstein (R)
Lorraine & Les Brown (RS)
Sandy Borowsky & Family (RS-JBF)
Jonathan & Cindy Cohen (R)
Judy & Jerry Marenoff (RSDF)
Sheila Bunin & Joe Katz (CF)
Judy Librot (RSDF)
Gabi & Maty Lewy (R)
Helen & Walter Sadowsky (RSDF)
Selma Arnold (RSDF)
Frieda Seidner (HSMF)
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Fred Lenhart, beloved of Frank Murad
Sherri & Tom Williger (WEF)
Matt, Maddy, Jared, & Rayna Schiering (R)
Mel Marks, beloved husband of Carol Marks
Barbara & Hank Rosen (R)
Marri & Richard Faerber (RS)
Jules M. Price, beloved husband of Nettie Jacobs
Gabi & Maty Lewy (R)
Lewis Arnold, beloved husband of Selma Arnold
Debra & Stanley Kronberg (RS)
Michael Shapiro, beloved son of Marvin Shapiro
Evelyn & Donald Winikoff (MRSF)
Sheila Bunin & Joe Katz (CF)
Gabi & Maty Lewy (R)
Dr. Cyril Sherer, beloved father of Dr. David M. Sherer
Ron & Gail Walerstein (WEF)
Marcia Levine (WEF)
Carol Donow, beloved mother of Kenneth Donow
Eileen Rogers (RDDF)

IN HONOR OF
Paul & Harriett Turner upon the birth of their
granddaughter
Lorraine & Les Brown (RDDF)
Ellen & Jay Rifkin upon the birth of their granddaughter
Layla Juliette
Mimi & Steve Nemeroff (RSDF)
Fran & Ed Hack upon the birth of their grandchild
Barbara & Hank Rosen (R)
Linda & Harold Koppel upon their granddaughter Abby
becoming a Bat Mitzvah
Vera Amins (KF)
Carmel Rosenthal upon her granddaughter Jayden
becoming a Bat Mitzvah
Gail & Jeff Sanders (RDDF)
Carol & Andy Blau (RDDF)
Gail & Jeff Sanders upon their grandson Samuel becoming
a Bar Mitzvah
Maxine & Marc Skopov (R)
Carol & Andy Blau (RDDF)
Fran & Barry Friedman upon their grandson Austin
becoming a Bar Mitzvah
Barbara & Bruce Flanz (R)
Rhonda & Michael Plawner upon their granddaughter
Mimi becoming a Bat Mitzvah

Maxine & Marc Skopov (R)
Nina & Marvin Asch upon their grandson Seth becoming a
Bar Mitzvah
Gail & Jeff Sanders (RDDF)
Adele Garber upon the engagement of her granddaughter
Hailey to Ross
Carol & Andy Blau (RDDF)
Vera Amins (KF)
Wendy & Alden Smith upon the marriage of Benjamin
Cowen to Ilyssa Levi
Janet & Jack Miller (RS)
Sharon & Arthur Sanders (RDDF)
Helene & Mitchell Levinson upon the marriage of their
daughter Janine
Susan & Bernie Edelstein (R)
Laurie & Richard Zorn (R)
Eileen Rogers (RDDF)
Madeline & Herb Roimisher upon their 50th anniversary
Miriam Neuren (KF)
Eileen Rogers (RDDF)
Carol & Andy Blau (RDDF)
Eva Brunwasser upon her 60th birthday
Marilyn & Stuart Hazan (SMF)
Sherman Baker upon his birthday
Carmel Rosenthal (RSDF)
Judy Marenoff upon her birthday
Carmel Rosenthal (RSDF)
Deanna Boris upon her birthday
Carol & Andy Blau (RDDF)
Leah & Morris Waits upon their birthdays
The Barnett Family (WEF)
Steve Richter upon his receiving the Earnest L. Rothschild
Leadership Award
Nancy & Michael Steckler (R)
Vera Amins (KF)
David & Alyssa Schlossberg
Elaine Schlossberg (R)
Mona Adelson, Mazal Tov on your new home!
Bertha Adelson (KF)

R’FUA SHLEMA
Miriam Neuren
Maxine & Marc Skopov (R)
Sheila Bunin & Joe Katz (CF)
The Barnett Family (WEF)
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Jack Miller
Nina & Marvin Asch (RSDF)
The Barnett Family (WEF)
Vera Amins (KF)
Ken Fried
Ellen & Jay Rifkin (KF)
Pamela Horowitz
Carol & Andy Blau (RDDF)
Martin Dubner
The Barnett Family (WEF)
Fran Gersten
Barbara Brumer (RSDF)
Blanche Infeld (RSDF)
Rita Weissberg (RSDF)
Lita Mustacchi (MRSF)

IN APPRECIATION
Rabbi Craig Scheff
Marvin Shapiro (RSDF)
Harriet & Paul Turner (RSDF)
Selma Arnold (RSDF)
Andrea & Paul Wasserman (RSDF)
Rabbi Paula Mack Drill
Sheldon & Marcia Hoffman (RDDF)
Tammi & Gabe Fox (RSDF)
Rhonda Plawner (RDDF)
Harriet & Paul Turner (RSDDF)
Selma Arnold (RDDF)
Claire Laredo (RDDF)
Gabi Lewy & Susan Edelstein
upon a successful Mitzvah Day
Carol & Andy Blau (RDDF)

Capital Campaign Fund (CC) Helps create long-term
viability to sustain the OJC for many years to come
Chesed Fund (CF) Provides transportation, meals and
companionship to congregants in time of need
Greenwald Scholarship Fund (GSF) Provides stipends to
our youth to attend Jewish youth activities such as
Kinnusim and Naaseh
Herman Seidner Memorial Fund
Inclusion Fund (IF) To improve accessibility, money is
used for assistive systems, programs and special materials
Israel Scholarship Fund (ISF) Provides subsidies to
congregants to fulfill their dreams of traveling to Israel
Kiddush Fund (KF) Pays for Shabbat morning kiddushim
when a Kiddush is not sponsored by a congregant
Library Fund (LF) Provides access to Jewish books and
media
Mustacchi Ramah Scholarship Fund (MRSF) Provides
scholarships to our youngest members to attend Ramah
Day Camp
Rabbi Scheff Discretionary Fund (RSDF)
Rabbi Drill Discretionary Fund (RDDF)
Religious School (RS) Helps offset the running of our
school
Ritual (R) Provides for the general operation of the OJC
Ruach Hakodesh (RH) Offsets clergy salaries
Seymour Cohen Torah Fund (SCTF) Dedicates portions
of our Torah
Shirley Mosner Memorial Fund (SMMF)
Styrofoam–Free Fund (SFF) Subsidizes the costs of
purchasing environmentally friendly products at the OJC
Sustaining Membership Fund (SMF) Provides dues
assistance to congregants in financial need
Walerstein Education Fund (WEF) Provides tuition
assistance to children attending the Religious School

OJC Chesed
Can you visit homebound congregants?

Rabbi Scheff, Rabbi Drill, Rabbi Hersh
for their assistance on Mitzvah Day
Carol & Andy Blau (RDDF) (RSDF)

Can you drive to doctor appointments?
Can you visit congregants in assisted living or
nursing homes?

Miriam & Larry Suchoff
Amy & Dan Schwartz (R)

Can you do errands or shopping?
Can you make regular friendly phone calls?

Focus on Funds
Bernard Schiffmiller Sacred Text Collection (BSST):
Provides our children with Chumashim and other
Jewish texts for the congregation
Etz Chayim / Chumash Dedication (BSST-EH)
High Holiday Mahzor Dedication (BSST-HH)
Youth Siddur Dedication (BSST-YS)
Siddur Lev Shalem (SLS)
Bruce Cowen Memorial Fund (BCMF) Provides for
the beautification and improvement of our building

Can you help parents of newborns?
Please let us know how you can volunteer to help.
Name_____________________ Phone____________
Email______________________________________
Can help with _______________________________
Return this form to OJC or directly to Adele Garber
adelegarber@ME.COM (845-358-9121) or Maddy
Roimisher maddy4846@aol.com (845-359-4846).
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THE CHESED COMMITTEE a/k/a GOOD & WELFARE COMMITTEE
Michael Pucci, on behalf of the OJC Board of Trustees, and Madeline Roimisher & Adele Garber, on behalf of the Chesed
Committee, would like to extend their

CONDOLENCES TO:
Jennifer Hoffman upon the loss of Ruth Hoffman, beloved in-law, mother of Brian Hoffman z”l
Frank Murad upon the loss of his stepfather, Fred Lenhart
Carol Jacobs upon the loss of her beloved brother, Jules Price
Lonnie Jacobs upon the loss of his beloved uncle, Jules Price
Carol Marks upon the loss of her beloved husband, Melvin Marks
Marvin Shapiro upon the loss of his beloved son, Michael Shapiro
Mark and Toby Atlas, upon the loss of their father, Edward Atlas, beloved husband of Helen z”l

CONGRATULATIONS TO:
Paul & Harriett Turner upon the birth of their granddaughter
Linda & Harold Koppel upon their granddaughter Abby becoming a Bat Mitzvah
Maxine & Marc Skopov upon their grandson Wyatt becoming a Bar Mitzvah
Carmel Rosenthal upon her granddaughter Jayden becoming a Bat Mitzvah
Wendy & Alden Smith upon the marriage of Benjamin Cowen to Ilyssa Levi
Helene & Mitchell Levinson upon the marriage of their daughter Janine

GET WELL WISHES TO:
Bess Koby
Joan Frank
Leah Waitz
Ben Lipton
Sheila Bunin
Gail Moggio
Vera Boehm
Fran Gersten

Judy Marenoff
Zeeva Greenberg
Bart Bookman
Gerald Marenoff
Robert Lesserson
Alan Wertheim
Thea Goldstein
Ken Fried

Robert Simpson
Pam Horowitz
Roz Portnoy
Morrie Brown
Lita Mustacchi
Mordechai Seidner
Vinny Frankel

Eileen Rogers
Uri Hahn
Murray Jacobs
Beverly Bloom
Barbara Levinson
Laurel Ellman
Deb Klock

Richard Lefkowitz
Jack Hirsch
Sherman Baker
Morton Bloom
Miriam Neuren
Barbara Gillman Rosen
Rabbi Paula Mack Drill

Thank you to our caring community at the Orangetown Jewish Center. You comforted us with your visits,
your donations and your thoughts when we needed comforting, when my brother, Jules Price passed away.
He was also Uncle Jules to Lonnie Jacobs and his family. Jules was a pillar in our family in so many ways
and deserving of every recognition bestowed upon him. We are grateful that you chose to honor him and
comfort us.
The Price Family and Family of Carol Jacobs

Many thanks to my wonderful community for all your good wishes for my r’fua shlema. I truly appreciate
your kindness.
Sincerely,
Frieda Seidner

Kindly let us know if you have an event/occasion you will be celebrating and we’ll be most happy to print it in
our next Shaliach. Madeline Roimisher (845) 359-4846 and Adele Garber (845) 358-9121
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February Yahrzeits
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
6
7
7
7
7
7
7

Myrna Greenblatt
Pearl Stern
Malcolm Tobias
Betty Basin
Millie Hyman
Sidney Rothenstein
Ethel Dinowitz
Sadie Esner
Rose Goldberg
Bernard Grossman
Matthew Kremin
Shirley Mosner
Beverly Seeger
Frances Friedman
Victoria Frieda Gartner

Herman Gross
Carl Moscowitz
Nathan Newman
Chester Schept
Yvette Feinstein
Helen Goodkind
Edward Greenblatt
Lea Schwartz
Hans Aach
Max Jay
Miriam Lefkowitz
Irwin Sardinsky
Jenny Slutzsky
Evelyn Sunshine

7
8
8
8
9
9
10
11
11
11
11
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
13
13
14
14
14
15
15
15
15
15
15

Stanley Tellerman
Eva Beem
William Burza
Benjamin Friedman
Alfred Weinberg
Dorothy Yaphe
Melvin Yaphe
Jennie Bernstein
Leo Freimark
Martin Schlein
Frank Hess
Edward Brenner
Joseph Kronberg
Sylvia Lipsheez
Sarah Retzkin
Sam Sanders
Zvi Senderovich
Charles Stern
Arthur Levine
Sylvia Mann
Hyman Epstein
William W. Scheff
Irving Schiffman
Samye Isenberg
Walter Lewy
Isadore Saltzman
Yakov Salzhauer
Samuel Selivansky
Ralph Sosis

16
16
16
16
16
16
16
17
17
17
17
17
17
18
18
18
18
18
19
19
19
19
19
20
20
20
21
21
21

Phyllis Gilman
Bernard Jacobs
Ruth Lamm
Joseph Perlin
Ida Perlmutter
Sidney Rosen
Herman Seidner
Violet Gittlitz
Sidney Kaplan
Irving Levinson
U. Arthur Matises
Walter Trepp
Joel Zucker
Stanley Clements
Aron Goldschmidt
Faiga Korngold
Felice Topper
Gertrude Waitz
Dora Kaplan
Matthew Lindenberg
Arnold Malin
Martha Nefsky
Miriam Tellerman
Leigh Klenke
Ethel Portnoy
Martha Reuben
Regina Gonzalez
Morris Gazek
Regina Joseph

21
21
21
22
22
22
23
23
24
24
24
24
25
26
26
26
26
26
26
27
27
27
28
28
28
28
28
28
28

Edna Labensky
Philip Lipsheez
Irwin Pontell
Ralph Cohen
Frances Meiselman
Gerard Wolff
Leon Balsam
Dr. Stanley Schwaid
Susan Gordon
Lillian Gorelick
Natalie Grossman
Rose Shimkowitz
Rose Aminsky
Roslyn Abramson
Fred Adelson
Joseph Goldenberg
Rubin Josephs
Sylvia Maniscalco
Judith Schwartz
Sonia Barnett
Mollie Cohen
Eva Rosenthal
Edward Abramson
Louis Fox
Morris Gabay
Adele Grossman
Rosa Goldie Lewy
Irwin Librot
Doris Sherman

For cemetery information, call
Gregg Brunwasser (973-291-4234) or
Jeffrey Steinberg (201-392-8604).
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